Golf results Rancho Canada by Rod Kilcoyne, CGCS

SUPERINTENDENT LOW GROSS

Corey Eastwood 76
Ross Brownlie 77
Steve Good 77

CLASS F LOW GROSS

John Winskowicz 79
Mike Ginelli 84
Dave Archer 89

GUEST LOW GROSS

B. Zoller 73
S. McBeth 76
D. Fowler 78

LADIES LOW GROSS

M. Head 86
S. Eastwood

ACCURATE DRIVE - P. Sandoval

CLOSEST TO THE HOLE

#3 - Frank Martin
#7 - Mulkh Raj
#11 - FRANK BARBERIO - "HOLE IN ONE"
#16 - Steve Good

THE LUCKY RECIPIENTS OF THE GIFTS OF MR. & MRS. CLAUS!

Steve Mills - Color TV
Karen Lloyd - Phone Recorder
Mitch Frazier - Cutlery Set
Rich Lavine - Under the counter AM/FM Cassette
Tanya Weiss - Under the counter Coffee Maker
Ruth Pedersen - Polaroid Camera
Bob Dauterman - AM/Fm Stereo Cassette & Under the Counter Toaster
Kurt Bostad - Ceiling Fan
Kay Flachman - Barometer
Mary Fischer - Sony Walkman

HEAD COVERS - Ross Brownlie, Susie Eastwood, & Kurt Bostad

There were also some winners of some Lottery Tickets. Sorry if there weren't any big winners. See you next year.
4 - PLAYER BLIND DRAW 2 - PERSON BEST BALL

149 - D. Fowler, B. Swint, B. Lloyd, A. Schlothauer
153 - S. McBeth, R. Story, P. Sandoval
155 - C. Eastwood, P. Galea, J. Husting, B. Showard

MANY THANKS TO OUR SPONSORS AT CHRISTMAS!

SEASON'S GREETINGS
AND MUCH HAPPINESS IN THE NEW YEAR

HYDRO ENGINEERING - ADRIAN BERTENS
CHRISTENSEN IRRIGATION
WESTERN LAWN EQUIPMENT
NAIAD COMPANY
BUCKNER SPRINKLER - KUHLMAN-MILLS
PLANT GRO CORPORATION
PUMP REPAIR SERVICE CO
TED MOORE TRUCKING
PAR EX - IBSEN DOW
WILBUR-ELLIS - LINDSAY JENNISON

ROBERT MUIR GRAVES
J. R. SIMPLOT
CIRADELLA GARDEN SUPPLY
ADVANCED DRAINAGE SYSTEMS - W. BRAY
PASALICH TRUCKING
WEST STAR DISTRIBUTING
MOYER CHEMICAL - EMIL YAPPERT
H. V. CARTER COMPANY, INC.
SIERRA PACIFIC TURF SUPPLY
G. M. SCOTT & SONS

Thanks to West Star Distributing for complimentary drinks on the golf course while we all braved the weather.
Thanks to Sierra Pacific Turf Supply for the beautiful table decorations.

Many thanks to Tim Greenwald and the entire Rancho Canada Staff for their hospitality and help. Thanks to Paul Dias for his hard work on setting up the Christmas Party. Thanks to Sandy Dias and Val Schlothauer for their help in decorating and helping at the door.
Of Course a big thanks to Mr. and Mrs. Claus for taking time to hand out some nice gifts to the lucky recipients.

editor's note . . . Even though everyone got a bit damp on the golf course, it seems they all had a great time at this year's Christmas Party. With 88 for golf and 148 for dinner it was an excellent turnout. Hope to see you next year.
From my family to yours may you all have a Happy Holiday Season. See you next year.